
Millions of engineering and sourcing 
professionals engage the Supplyframe 
DSI network, including vertical search, 
e-commerce, and models services to find 
and download IPC-compliant PCB design 
assets. DesignSense Sales Intelligence 
captures the full digital footprint of these 
design cycle activities and transform it into 
actionable opportunities for distributors and 
component suppliers to capture new design 
wins and scale revenue growth.  
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The Current State of Design Cycle Intelligence

Transform Visibility and Intelligence into Increased Design Wins

While semiconductor and electronic component 
suppliers facilitate the digital transformation of the 
electronics manufacturing industry, their own marketing 
and sales operations tend to be rooted in traditional 
high-touch approaches.

Access real-time intelligence into 
active customer design cycles for 
digital marketing and sales 
engagement, ultimately accelerating 
design wins with DesignSense.
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Focusing on existing customers and leveraging relationships 
with engineers at a customer is no longer sufficient for 
growth and sustainability. Insights into active design cycles 
are often only available through one-on-one conversations 
that fail to capture the scope of how various components are 
being used in product designs or where new opportunities 
exist outside of actively managed accounts or territories.

Supplyframe DesignSense provides unprecedented 
access to real-time intelligence surrounding active 
design cycles from millions of engineering professionals 
and thousands of companies. This continuous visibility 
is crucial for distributors and component suppliers to 
empower their marketing and sales teams. 
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Supplyframe DesignSense Sales Intelligence Capabilities

DesignSense Sales Intelligence
 
Provides real-time intelligence about 
active design cycles involving millions 
of professionals across thousands of 
companies, increasing the ability of 
sales and marketing teams to actively 
engage in every opportunity and to 
convert design wins.

Contextual and Actionable Visibility
 
Supplyframe’s DSI Network activity is 
parsed using applied AI methods to 
capture a digital footprint of engagement 
across a syndicated network of technical 
content, vertical search, and sourcing 
decisions. This unmatched set of contextual 
insights enables new forms of marketing 
and sales engagement across both highly 
managed strategic accounts as well as 
emerging market segments.

A Fully Realized Digital Footprint 

End user design cycle journeys include 
visibility across evaluation decisions 
related to specific product categories, 
part numbers, and sourcing decisions 
related to a new hardware design cycle. 

Visibility into design cycles allows for 
enhanced customer service in the form 
of personalized interactions and faster, 
more tailored responses to inquiries.

DesignSense goes beyond sales 
intelligence, offering crucial design 
assets at the click of a button, and 
model creation services to further 
engage potential prospects.

An Evolved Customer Experience Improved Digital Engagement

Get notified about design wins in realtime with DesignSense Sales Intelligence Solutions. Learn more about 
your existing customer’s design projects and find new customers across a wide range of applications, markets 
or geographies. Gain deep insights into design behavior, component preferences and purchase intent.

 Schedule a consultation today! 
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